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Figure 1 An operator at Quality Fabricators can retrieve a program that was sent to the control from offline bending software.
Photo courtesy of Quality Fabricators.

Streamlining press brake setups
help transform a business
Small batches change everything at Quality Fabricators
By Tim Heston, Senior Editor
t’s been a long time since George Doucet spent his
days turning a crank to adjust the backgauge of a
press brake. That tedious act was just one reason
that so many job shops followed traditional production
methods. Setups were a bear; they put a black eye on
productivity. So the fewer times operators had to set up
their machines, the better.
How things have changed. Doucet is press brake department supervisor at Quality Fabricators Inc. (QFI), Addison Ill., a Chicago suburb. He has been bending sheet
metal for three decades, and today he’s doing something
he couldn’t imagine 30 years ago. For part of the day he
works in the engineering department at a computer
showing a 3-D simulation of a bending process. The available tools in the shop are all represented on the screen. If
something can’t be bent to spec with available tooling,
he finds it before it hits the shop floor. If an issue with a
blank size arises, Doucet doesn’t worry. The software
communicates with the nesting system upfront to take
bend deductions into account. Blank sizes are changed
on the nest before being sent to the punch press (see Figures 1 and 2).
And, oh yeah, this all may be for a batch of just 10 or
20 parts.
Falling lot sizes have driven innovation in bending,
and lots have only gotten smaller during the past few
years. No one wants inventory. Producing just in time isn’t
good enough anymore. Customers now want “just
enough,” just in time.
“Three years ago we were seeing lot sizes in the 100- to
200-piece-part range,” said Rakesh Kumar, a division manager for Amada America based in Schaumburg, Ill. “Since
then we’ve seen average lot sizes go down to 50 or so.”
As the people of QFI discovered, smaller lot sizes
change everything, not only in bending, but for the entire
business of contract metal fabrication.
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Small Batches and Bending
The very nature of turret punching and laser cutting
seems tailor-made for high-mix work. The turret carries
myriad tooling options, and the laser has no hard tooling
at all. Most programming for blanking has moved off the
shop floor. Want to reduce the batch size? No problem;
just change the program. Modern nesting software helps
shops mix jobs to maximize material utilization, optimize
part flow, and manage remnants, all before being downloaded to the blanking center’s controller.
Bending, though, hasn’t been so straightforward.
Welding aside, no other fabrication process requires so
much operator intervention as the press brake. In the
bending arena, a lot can happen on the floor before actual production. Operators must program the machine,
make the bend program, find and set up tooling, run test
bends, and only then run production bends. According to
Kumar, a typical job shop’s bending operator actually bent
parts on average only 28 percent of the time in 2006. This
year that average dropped to 15 percent (see Figure 3).
The culprit is smaller batches. In recent years lot sizes
have continued falling, mainly because customers are ordering only so many parts. This makes for more setups,
which in turn make the bending bottleneck even more
apparent.

know exactly what you have? Working with Amada
America, they set up a video camera and timed bending
operations.
For one part, they found that operators actually spent
more time performing test bends (45 percent of the time,
or almost two hours) than actually making parts for production (23 percent of the time, or just less than an hour).
And this was a repeat part, not new to the shop floor. Operators spent a lot of time aligning tools and shimming
punches, adjusting the backgauge, and tweaking other
program elements at the controller.
For new parts, of course, on-the-floor brake programming also slowed things considerably. “We were
doing a lot of on-the-floor programming,” Camacho said.
Doucet chimed in. “With the old machines, you could
still store previously run programs on the controls, but
you’d have to recalibrate the machines and set up new
tooling. They weren’t precision-ground tooling, and their
centers would be different. We’d have to loosen the die
bed, put the new tooling in, tighten it, and center it, walking behind and in front of the machine to do it.”
Camacho added, “From the engineering standpoint, we
would process work and produce a DXF file for the turret,
but that was the extent of programming upfront.” This
could cause serious headaches, especially for complex parts
new to the floor. “The first time [brake] operators would
see a complex job would be when the blanks were right in
front of them,” he said. They then had to determine if the
part could run on one machine or multiple machines. The
whole process sometimes took hours or even half a day to
produce just one complete, correct part.

Hanging Fruit
Having bending metrics on hand has become more important because, as sources explained, shop managers
have many options when it comes to improving the
bending operation. Low-hanging fruit involves little or
no investment, while middle- and high-hanging fruit requires serious analysis and ROI calculations.
Scott Ottens, bending product manager at Amada,
explained some of the low-hanging fruit. “There’s a lot
you can do ergonomically to set up the station for bending. Make everything close and accessible. In fact, when
we look at operator absence, half the time he’s looking
for material or tools.”
This goes hand-in-hand with tool crib organization.
Ideally, tool cribs should be adjacent to the brake. Tools
should be clearly labeled, too, so that operators don’t
spend time measuring punches to ensure they have the

Bending Metrics
It was certainly apparent to Victor Camacho, QFI’s vice
president of operations. “Years ago it was all manual. We
had manual backgauging,” he said. “Then we brought in
the modern press brakes with programmable backgauges, which allowed us to perform multiple bends
within the same setup. But it was still all print-related.
We supplied a print to the shop floor, and the machine
sat idle as the operator spent time setting up the job.”
Before changing anything further, QFI managers first
had to know how operators spent their time. Their
thinking: How can you know what you need until you

Figure 2 Offline bending and simulation software has eliminated on-machine programming at Quality Fabricators Inc.
Photo courtesy of Amada America.
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Figure 3 Production bending times have plummeted as lot sizes have decreased. According
“with the job shop in mind.” those blanks go to bending.
to data provided by Amada, operators on average spent 28 percent of their time bending parts
Specifically, certain cells
in 2006; this year that number dropped to 15 percent.
Eliminating on-machine programming is significant,
use two tool-changing ro- to be sure, but calling up a previously programmed job,
right one for the job. Much of this is straightforward 5S. If botic manipulators, positioned on either side, in addition as in QFI’s analysis in Figure 5, doesn’t seem to be a big
the setup sheet has “Punch No. 3” on it, the punch should to the material handling robots that pick up blanks and time hog. Pulling up the program and determining the
be clearly labeled as such in the tool crib.
perform bends (see Figure 4). This automatic tool tooling, sequence, and initial setup took only 14 minutes,
Middle-hanging fruit includes a broad swath of tech- changeout resembles some of the technology used in au- or just 6 percent of the overall cycle time. Of course, that
nologies that, while not free, aren’t like buying a new ma- tomated panel benders, which have manipulators that initial setup was just the beginning; operators spent two
chine tool either. Consider press brake tooling. Ideally, switch out hold-down tooling. Those manipulators are hours adjusting and tweaking.
each brake tool crib should have tools that aren’t shared one reason automated panel bender setups can be measAnd helping to reduce this tryout was, among other
with other brakes. The operator doesn’t add much value ured in mere seconds, and these devices have been things, the offline software. Because Doucet simulates the
when he’s waiting for someone on another brake to finish adapted to the automated press brake cell. Downtime for bending operation upfront, he knows whether the origitool changeout can be just a minute or two.
a batch, just to grab a tool.
nal design file took into account bend deductions and the
Still, Kumar and Ottens cautioned that automation shop’s available tooling. The software not only moves proPrecision-ground tooling can make life easier; an incredibly repeatable press brake isn’t very repeatable with doesn’t suit all parts or shop environments. Quality Fab- gramming off the floor, but also reduces the number of
cheap tooling, after all. And if brakes have CNC back- ricators, for instance, stopped short of purchasing a ro- tryout bends. The better-quality blank a press brake opgauges with enough axes, staged bending—with different botized press brake cell. Recent machine tool investments erator receives, the easier setup becomes.
tool sets placed next to each other on the bed—becomes already have increased productivity in the blanking and
“For good quality, it sometimes took 45 minutes to an
a practical option. Here the operator bends multiple forming area, so much so in fact that it revealed a bottle- hour for some setups,” said Tony Mautone, QFI’s vice presgeometries using various tools set up next to each other, neck downstream, in the joining area. At the time of this ident of manufacturing. “Now we do it within 10 to 15
allowing all the bends for a product to be finished in one writing, shop managers were looking at multistaking op- minutes for the same setups.”
erations in the hardware insertion press to replace certain
Operators are shown tool locations, and the new brakes
setup.
center
tools automatically. They have thickness detection
spot
welding
operations.
With staged air bending, it can be difficult to detersystems, too, and digital calipers that connect directly to
Continuous improvement, after all, never ends.
mine the exact shut height so that all tools overbend just
the right amount to account for springback. This leads to
those lengthy tryout times, with operators experimenting with shims and risers to get the tooling height just
right. Common-shut-height tools have varying shoulder
heights but (as their name implies) common shut heights,
effectively eliminating the lengthy trial and error.
As Ottens explained, “Common shut height allows
you to use all these tools at the same time on the brake
bed, and it really reduces the complexity of your setups.”
Another low- to medium-hanging fruit can improve
bending efficiency—but, as sources explained, not necessarily overall efficiency. To reduce brake setup time, a shop
can alter its blanking operation to produce parts that require the same or similar press brake tools.
“Shops often do this if it’s possible, but we’ve seen
many moving away from this,” Ottens said, adding that
the demand for ever-shorter lead-times has changed the
game. Blanking some parts first, just because they require
similar brake tooling, can prolong the manufacturing time
for parts that require the odd punch and die set. Such a
part may be moved to another run several hours or days
later. But nowadays many contract fabricators just don’t Figure 4 Robotic cells can be designed with the job shop in mind. In this cell, separate tool-changing manipulators on either side of
have that kind of leeway; the pressure to reduce lead- the machine (shown above the bending robot on the left and in the picture on the right) change out punches and dies between jobs.
times is just too great.
Photos courtesy of Amada America.
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bend 66 parts, complete in
one setup, in two hours
(see Figure 5.)

What Really
Matters
Let’s be frank. Customers
really don’t care that
Quality Fabricators Inc.
slashed its press brake
setup times dramatically.
What they care about
boils down to one question: Can you deliver a
quality product for the
right price—just enough,
just in time?
This is what QFI’s
managers
care about too.
Figure 5 Quality Fabricators reduced test bend times dramatically with new technology. For
They
have
to care, bethis six-bend part, test bend time dropped from nearly two hours—just for the final two
cause competition is
bends—to a minute and a half for all six bends. Images courtesy of Amada America.
fierce.
“We’ve learned to
the machine control. This overcomes that all-toochange
with
the
economy,
”
Camacho
explained. “We no
familiar issue of thickness variation. Say a program is
written offline for 16-gauge material. Of course, mill tol- longer can depend on those longer-run quantities and
erances aren’t that tight, so the metal could be anywhere large orders. Being a 100-person shop, it’s not always easbetween 0.055 and 0.060 in. So now the operator re- ier to be cheaper than the next guy. When you are dealceives his batch of blanks and, using the digital caliper, ing with 10-person shops, you’re dealing with
measures the first one to find it’s really 0.057 in. thick. competitors with less overhead,” and partially because of
That information feeds back to the press brake control, this, small shops have always been able to handle those
which then makes all the necessary program changes to small jobs. To grow today, he said, QFI must compete in
that space too. After all, there’s not enough large-volume
account for the new material thickness.
In other words, say goodbye to those hours of test bends. work to go around anymore.
From a manufacturing efficiency perspective, small
A few test bends remain, but just a few. And they now
take minutes instead of hours. For that batch of 66 parts re- jobs aren’t a bad thing. In fact, QFI now avoids running
quiring six bends each, operators perform test bends for huge lot quantities. The job shop even takes a cellular aponly a minute and a half; and this is for a complete six-bend proach for some of its work. One area of the shop has turpart, thanks to the staged setup. Previously the part re- rets placed next to bending cells and hardware insertion
presses dedicated to certain products that are part of a
quired two separate brake operations.
Before, this same batch required 12 test parts, and to long-term contract.
QFI also has implemented a demand-pull, kanban
form just the two final bends took an operator almost four
hours. With the technology upgrades, the operator can part-flow system throughout the shop. For instance, as-
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sembly and welding areas pull parts from upstream
processes. The schedule may show that they need to produce 200 units of a certain product. The assemblers pull
from upstream departments only what they need, when
they need it. They don’t need a batch of 200 all at once.
That would take far too long to punch and bend. Instead,
they may pull 50 into their kanban bin (the level depends
on the job and the timing of the job). Once the kanban
bin gets down to a certain level, it triggers upstream
processes to fill the kanban again to 50—but never more.
And if a rush job comes in, no worries. The scheduler
simply adds it in between two small batches.
“We can expedite jobs with little or no interference to
production, and customers are not always required to
pay a premium,” Camacho said.
Most important, such lean manufacturing initiatives
shorten the cash cycle, which undoubtedly helped the
company through tough times. Last summer QFI’s business declined by 20 percent. “We had a few layoffs, but
we never really faltered in a significant way,” Camacho
said.
QFI managers have been able to negotiate with suppliers to deliver material within a day. “With larger
batches, we ordered material in larger quantities. Now
we have been able to get the supplier to drop material required for, say, only 30 components. We get that metal
the next day, and within two days we’ve shipped that
product. So now we’ve been able to pay the bill for the
material at the same time that we’re getting paid for the
product we shipped.”
This couldn’t have happened if long setup times
forced QFI to run large batches, flooding the floor with
work-in-process. Cash is king, and that is why streamlining setups, on the press brake or anywhere else, really
matters. FAB
Senior Editor Tim Heston can be reached at timh@the
fabricator.com.
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